IP PRI
Is your TDM PRI falling short on meeting the growing needs of
your business? if you need more scalability and redundancy
than PRI can provide, we can help. Let BullsEye Telecom get
your phone system on an IP PRI using broadband you already
have or new, BullsEye-provided broadband.

THE COMPLETE
PORTFOLIO

The BullsEye Way

Hosted PBX

BullsEye's BroadSoft platform makes IP-based PRIs easy. Let us do the heavy
lifting so you can get back to what makes your company successful.

Hosted BYOD using
your existing
equipment

1.
Analysis

2.
Complete
Inventory

4.
Project
Management

3.
Single Point
of Contact

POTS over
broadband
SIP trunk
UCaaS

We analyze your
existing PRI solution
to conﬁgure an IP
PRI that ﬁts your
business.

We work with you
to inventory the
numbers you
plan to port or we
order new
numbers for you.

We assign an order
manager who will
serve as your
single point of
contact.

Your order manager
ensures we meet
your timelines and
expectations as our
internal installation
and provisioning
teams work.

We know networks and can identify issues before they become a problem. And
we handle installation from start to ﬁnish – so you don't have to. The result?
100% successful conversions.

Controlled migration
to IP PRI for a
smooth transition to
a better voice
solution

Ready to learn more about moving to
VoIP using your existing equipment?

Scalable to easily
adjust as your
business changes
Best-in-class voice
quality
Feature-rich to
meet all of your
communications
needs

The BullsEye Diﬀerence

Flexible IP PRI
starting at just 2
channels, based on
your needs

IP PRI ADVANTAGES

Equipment and solutions to
optimize your existing
broadband circuits or newly
installed BullsEye
broadband circuits for a
quality voice experience

Let’s talk.

Disaster recovery
to keep your data
safe
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